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Polymerase chain reaction in microfluidic devices

Christian D. Ahrberg,a Andreas Manzbc and Bong Geun Chung*a

The invention of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has caused a revolution in molecular biology, giving

access to a method of amplifying deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules across several orders of magni-

tude. Since the first application of PCR in a microfluidic device was developed in 1998, an increasing num-

ber of researchers have continued the development of microfluidic PCR systems. In this review, we intro-

duce recent developments in microfluidic-based space and time domain devices as well as discuss various

designs integrated with multiple functions for sample preparation and detection. The development of iso-

thermal nucleic acid amplification and digital PCR microfluidic devices within the last five years is also

highlighted. Furthermore, we introduce various commercial microfluidic PCR devices.

Introduction

Since polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was invented by Kary
Mullis over 30 years ago,1 it has become a valuable tool
for molecular biology as it can exponentially amplify
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Several million copies of DNA
can be generated from a single molecule by only few cycles of
PCR. A PCR cycle typically consists of three distinct steps, de-

naturation, annealing, and extension. In the denaturation
step (≈95 °C), double stranded DNA denaturates into two sin-
gle strands. Afterwards the temperature is decreased for the
annealing step (≈56 °C). Primers, which are short, comple-
mentary sequences of DNA, can anneal to the single stranded
target DNA. Furthermore, a polymerase attaches to the com-
plex; the polymerase is often derived from thermophile or-
ganisms like Thermus aquaticus.2 To increase activity of the
polymerase, the temperature is raised for the extension step,
typically to around 72 °C. The polymerase gains activity, syn-
thesizing a second complementary strand of DNA from free
nucleotides in solution. Therefore, an exponential increase of
double stranded DNA concentration is obtained by repeating
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three temperature steps. The method was extended to reverse
transcription PCR.3 Starting with a ribonucleic acid (RNA)
molecule, a reverse transcription step is performed to obtain
DNA complementary to the RNA strand before PCR. A further
modification of PCR introduced fluorescent dyes into the re-
action mixture, allowing the real-time monitoring of reaction
progress.4 This extension of the method allowed the determi-
nation of initial copies of DNA in the reaction mixture
through standard curves. The method is referred to as quan-
titative real-time PCR (qrtPCR). Today, a number of PCR ap-
plications (e.g., diagnostics and medicine,5–7 agricultural sci-
ences,8 and food sciences9) can be found.

Microfluidic devices offer small thermal mass, low ther-
mal inertia, and rapid heat transfer. They present a number
of advantages compared to macroscopic equivalents. The
small volumes reduce sample and reagent consumption,
leading to inexpensive operation of the systems. However,
volumes in most cases are still large enough for bulk kinetics
to apply. Furthermore, different functions can easily be inte-
grated in microfluidic devices.10 Diffusive mass transport and
heat conduction scale with the characteristic length of the
system. While in macroscale systems diffusion and heat con-
duction are slow for efficient transport, the smaller scales of
microfluidic devices allow for utilization of these effects.
Furthermore, these effects are easier to control than convec-
tive heat and mass transport used on larger scales instead.
This allows for a better control of processes in microfluidic
devices. A reduction in size also leads to a higher surface to
volume ratio. This means that the exchange areas for mass
and heat transport are larger, allowing for faster transport.
On the other hand, surface and wall effects become more
important compared to larger devices. As PCR requires many
heating and cooling steps, total analysis time can be signifi-
cantly reduced by miniaturization. Examples of PCR conducted
in microfluidic chambers are among the first examples of
PCR in microfluidic devices.11,12 Soon after ligase chain reac-
tion, a method closely related to PCR was shown in the same
devices.13 In 1998, the first flow through PCR in a micro-

fluidic device was demonstrated by Kopp et al.14 A sample
was flown through a microfluidic channel, repeatedly passing
the three temperature zones for PCR. A 10 μL sample could
perform 20 cycles of PCR within 90 seconds. Numerous appli-
cations of PCR in microfluidic devices have been pro-
posed.15,16 Through the low sample and power consumption,
these microfluidic devices are especially interesting for point-
of-care applications. The possibility to combine sample prep-
aration, PCR, and detection in the same automated micro-
fluidic device also promises reduction of handling time as
well as prevention of sample contamination. This review in-
troduces and discusses various designs of PCR in micro-
fluidic device developed within the last five years. First, space
domain PCR microfluidic devices are discussed before mov-
ing on to their counterpart time domain PCR microfluidic de-
vices. Second, isothermal nucleic acid amplification and digi-
tal PCR in microfluidic devices are discussed (Table 1).

Space domain PCR

When the sample is moved through a microchannel featuring
different temperatures along its length, the temperature is
dependent on the position in the channel. Thus, this group
of devices is referred to as space domain PCR device. Sample
preparation can easily be integrated in the microfluidic de-
vice. The duration of the thermal steps of PCR and the num-
ber of cycles are predefined by the microfluidic design. The
operation of space domain PCR devices requires movement
of the sample along the channel.

Serpentine channel designs

Since the first application of a microfluidic PCR device, a vari-
ety of devices improving and evolving the initial design have
been developed. A polyimide device with three integrated
resistive copper heaters has been presented (Fig. 1A).17 The
microfluidic device was designed for 30 cycles of PCR with a
time ratio of 1 : 1 : 2 for denaturation, annealing, and exten-
sion step. Due to the low cost of the plastic device, it can
be disposed after the experiment preventing cross-
contamination that could arise through adsorption of DNA
onto the channel walls. In another study, a similar design
featuring 30 cycles of PCR was created in a polycarbonate
substrate using a computer numerical controlled (CNC) verti-
cal milling machine.18 The temperatures were created using
two copper heating blocks for denaturation and a combined
annealing/extension step. Wu et al. reduced the flow resist of
these devices by coating a 0.5 mm inner diameter steel capil-
lary with Norland Optical Adhesive 61 (NOA61).19 A smooth,
hydrophobic inner surface was used to reduce the back pres-
sure. While the previous examples experimented with differ-
ent substrate materials reducing device costs and optimizing
flow resistance, other researchers optimized the heaters or
simplified device design by changing sample pumping
methods and reducing the number of heaters. Harandi et al.
optimized the heating of the sample using a metal filled com-
posite material.20 By employing copper comb structures
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Table 1 Summary table giving an overview of the various designs and approaches for microfluidic PCR devices including commercial PCR devices

Method Design & system Approach Ref.

Space domain PCR Serpentine channel designs Disposable polyimide chip 17
30 cycles of PCR
CNC fabricated polycarbonate device 18
30 cycles of PCR
Steel capillary coated with NOA61 19
Reducing back pressure
Metal–polymer composite material 20
Improved temperature stability
Replacing active pumps with capillary forces 21
Model of capillary forces in channel for PCR
Reducing the number of heaters 22
Central heater, edges of chip cooled by heat pipes
Reducing the number of heaters 3D device heated at the bottom 23

Radial designs Radial design 24
Central heater, edges actively cooled
Radial design 25, 26
Heated by focusing sunlight on center of device
Capillary wrapped around cylinder 27
Cylinder with different temperature zones
Centrifugal microfluidic device 28
Mounted on dual shaft centrifuge

Digital and oscillating
designs

Oscillating droplet 30
Four parallel channels for multiplexing
Oscillating droplet 31
Nested PCR to increase specificity
Digital microfluidic device 32
Droplet moved between temperature zones
Digital microfluidic device 33
Real-time optical detection
Digital microfluidic device 34
Method for solvent replenishing

Heating/cooling systems Capillaries in water bath 35
Forced convection inside capillaries
Sample moved between water bath using servo motor 38, 39

Time domain PCR Heating/cooling systems Infrared heating through tungsten lamp 40, 41
Fan for active cooling
Infrared laser for heating 42
Silicon heating chip 44, 45
Portable real-time PCR device
Silicon heating chip 46
Melting curve analysis, multiplexing
Sample chamber on top of heat exchanger 47, 48
Heating and cooling through medium
Silica capillaries with thin film heaters 49
Cooling by fan
Capillary with bypass channel 50
Heating and cooling by Peltier elements

Integrated devices Lysis and PCR in same chamber 54
Removal of inhibitors through diffusion
Chemical lysis followed by DNA extraction with magnetic particles 55
Retention of DNA on silica gel membrane 57
Release by master mix and amplification
FTA membrane at entrance of amplification chamber retaining DNA 58
Dielectrophoresis to capture pathogens on slip chip 60
Followed by washing and PCR
Separation of amplicons by CE after PCR 61, 62
PCR in amplification chamber connected to CE 63
Real-time detection of amplicons
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Table 1 (continued)

Method Design & system Approach Ref.

Centrifugal microfluidic
designs

Centrifugal device with chambers 64, 65
Counting of bacteria through Poisson distribution
PCR centrifugal device 66, 67
Ice-valves next to PCR chamber
Centrifugal device dividing sample in 8 sub-samples 67, 68
Centrifugal device subdividing sample 69, 70
Positive, negative control, and internal standards
LabDisc device with vapor diffusion barrier 71
Preventing bubble formation in amplification chamber during PCR
LabDisc device including sample preparation 72

Arrays Printed array of sample droplets in oil 73
Dispensing of single cells onto hydrophilic spots for PCR 74
Compartmentalization of sample by centrifugal device 75
Detection of amplicons by printed DNA probe array

Single cell devices Printing of single cells into individual reaction volumes 76
Trapping of single cells followed by lysis and RNA extraction 77
Encapsulation of single cells into droplets 78
Droplet sorting to recover genome of target species
PDMS valve to create 96 × 96 array of single cells 79, 80
300 cell traps separated by valves 81
PCR in chambers adjacent to cell traps

Isothermal nucleic
acid amplification

Implementation of LAMP
on microfluidic devices

Continuous flow LAMP in droplets for DNA and microRNA 84, 85
Multiplexed LAMP in device with 8 amplification 86
LAMP in agarose beads 87
Extraction of RNA using magnetic beads followed by reverse
transcription LAMP

88

Centrifugal device with real-time detection of LAMP reaction 89
Centrifugal device for multiplexed detection of 10 different species
by LAMP

90

Centrifugal LAMP device including sample preparation and detection
of products

91

LAMP for point-of-care
devices

LAMP in capillary heated by two pocket warmers for portable format 92
Disposable polycarbonate cassette for LAMP 93
LAMP followed by electrochemical detection 94
Ten reaction chambers with different primers for multiplexed LAMP,
detection by naked eye

95

Digital PCR Multiplexed digital PCR Duplexed digital PCR in device containing 38 panels each with 770
partitions

104

Duplex digital PCR in droplets utilizing TaqMan-probes with different
emission wavelength

105, 106

Various designs Cross-junction to generate water in oil emulsions for droplet digital PCR 107
Creating sample array through PDMS membrane 108
Megapixel digital PCR device 109,

111, 112
Creating droplets at T-junction 110
Creating sample array with negative pressure vapor proof-layer to stop
sample evaporation

113

Digital PCR in agarose beads 114
Digital PCR to count nanoparticles tagged with DNA 115

Integrated systems Centrifugal device dividing samples into reaction volumes 116
Centrifugal device using step emulsification for creating droplets 117–119
Device combining sample preparation and digital PCR 140, 141
Slip chip for digital PCR 120–122

Commercial PCR
devices

Integrated devices Centrifugal system with sample preparation and detection 123
Automated systems including sample preparation, amplification and
detection using prefilled reagent strips or blister-films

124–126

Integrated, automated systems utilizing cartridges 127, 128
Microfluidic silicon chip, with hybridization array for detection 129
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inside of a polyimide matrix, temperature control with a pre-
cision of 1 °C could be achieved. In 2014, Tachibana et al.
suggested a method to reduce the complexity of devices by
replacing active pumps by capillary forces.21 The authors cre-
ated a numerical model describing how the capillary force pe-
riodically changes. They developed a microfluidic device that
could perform 50 cycles of PCR in 14 minutes. Capillary
forces transported the sample through the microfluidic de-
vice, eliminating the need for an active pump.

Other publications reduce the number of heaters. One ex-
ample uses a single heater mounted in the middle of the de-

vice to create an denaturation temperature, while the edges
of the device are cooled using heat pipes cooled with a fan to
create an annealing zone.22 Another example used a three-
dimensional (3D) polyĲdimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) device on a
single heater.23 The PDMS microfluidic device consisted of a
channel meandering between the top layer and bottom layer
of the microfluidic device containing the heater. The heater
was set to denaturation temperature creating a denaturation
zone at the bottom of the microfluidic device, while the top
layer acted as an annealing/extension zone. Most devices are
close to the original serpentine channel PCR device. While

Fig. 1 Space domain PCR devices. (A) A serpentine-based microfluidic PCR device containing three copper heaters (reprinted with permission
from ref. 17, Copyright 2014 Elsevier). (B and C) A portable PCR device powered by solar energy with the radial design featuring a central denatur-
ation zone. Data are transferred wireless to a tablet computer for analysis (reprinted with permission from ref. 26, Copyright 2016 PLoS One). (D)
Example for an oscillating droplet inside of a microfluidic channel. The sample droplet is moved between three different heaters for denaturation
(a), annealing (b), and extension (c), a second cycle of PCR (d–f). For nested PCR, the droplet is removed from the channel and mixed with the re-
agents for the nested reaction before being reintroduced to the channel (reprinted with permission from ref. 31, Copyright 2011 Elsevier). (E)
Photographs of a spiral droplet-dielectrophoresis digital microfluidic device for PCR (a), the continuous, bi-directional droplet actuation scheme
(b), and the eight-plex microfluidic device (c) (reprinted with permission from ref. 33, Copyright 2015 MDPI AG).

Table 1 (continued)

Method Design & system Approach Ref.

Digital PCR devices Based on an array of chambers 133
Droplet based 134, 135
Integrated fluidic circuits for sample portioning 136
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some advances make operation of these devices simpler and
more robust, others might reduce the requirement of equip-
ments. However, implementation of these simplifications of-
ten restricts the accessible operating conditions.

Radial designs

The number of heaters can be reduced by creating symmetric
devices. Schaerli et al. created a droplet PCR device with a cir-
cular geometry.24 The center of the device was heated by a
single copper rod to create a denaturation zone. Channels
transported sample to the edge of the radial device where
temperatures are suitable for annealing and extension due to
the natural thermal gradient. A Peltier element was applied
to the edge of the design to adjust the thermal gradients. A
similar design was recently proposed utilizing the sun as a
heat source, making the device independent of external
power sources.25 The authors used a radial device and fo-
cused the sun light on its center using a lens. An absorber
layer on the device converted the sun light into heat, generat-
ing temperature zones for PCR. A portable PCR device was
constructed by addition of a solar powered syringe pump and
fluorescence measurements (Fig. 1B and C).26 The portable
device was used for the detection of Kaposi's saracoma in
pseudo-biopsy samples with a sensitivity of 83% and specific-
ity of 70%.

In a different approach to radial designs, a capillary was
wrapped around a cylinder machined out of three parts with
a 1 mm gap in-between them.27 Each part contained its own
cartridge heater and provided denaturation, annealing, or ex-
tension temperature. The number of PCR cycles could be var-
ied by changing the number of loops of the capillary around
the cylinder. Furthermore, the system consisted of another
heated cylinder before the amplification cylinder to perform
a reverse transcription step and a fluorescence detection unit.
Miao et al. used a radial centrifugal microfluidic PCR sys-
tem.28 The device employed a circular PCR containing four
microfluidic chambers for denaturation, annealing, exten-
sion, and standby. The heaters were mounted underneath
each chamber to provide the necessary temperature. The
microfluidic device was mounted on a dual-shaft centrifugal
device to allow for bidirectional pumping of the fluid using
centrifugal forces. While only the number of PCR cycles can
be modified in the capillary-based approach, the cycle num-
ber and duration of the single temperature steps can be
changed by the centrifugal system.

Digital and oscillating microfluidic designs

Electrowetting-mediated droplets are used in digital micro-
fluidic devices. Cycle number and temperature step durations
of PCR can be controlled by software manipulation using digi-
tal microfluidics. Oscillatory microfluidics is a simplification
of digital microfluidics and samples are moved back and forth
in a channel through a syringe pump. A first example of oscil-
lating or bidirectional flow PCR was shown in 2007.29 Zhang
et al. used an array of independent parallel channels passing
through three temperature zones to perform multiplexed

PCR.30 The device used a syringe pump to generate the oscilla-
tion motion of sample between three temperature zones for the
detection of different foodborne bacterial pathogens. In a simi-
lar manner, Sciancalepore et al. used a single straight channel
with a sample oscillating to perform nested PCR, increasing
the specificity of the reaction (Fig. 1D).31 Droplets looping be-
tween three different heaters were employed for a digital micro-
fluidic PCR device.32 Optimization algorithms and simulations
were used to increase the performance of the thermal looping
and reduce sample cross-contamination. In a further use of
digital microfluidics, a droplet was shuttled between two tem-
perature zones for denaturation and annealing.33 In Fig. 1E, a
photograph of the device can be seen illustrating the move-
ment of the droplets through the different temperature zones.
Furthermore, it is illustrated how several devices can be oper-
ated in parallel using the same two heating blocks. Normal
PCR and reverse transcription PCR were performed using this
microfluidic setup. Through the addition of a fluorescence
detection unit on top of the digital microfluidic device, end
point detection of amplification and quantitative PCR could be
performed. A further application added a geometry to replenish
solvents to counter evaporation in air-matrix digital micro-
fluidic applications of PCR.34 A hole was drilled in the bottom
layer of the digital microfluidic device. If the sample droplet
was moved on top of the hole, solvent could be replenished
using a syringe pump. In oscillatory and digital microfluidic de-
vices, the number of cycles and duration of temperature steps
can be changed unlike other space domain PCR devices.

Heating and cooling systems

To regulate the temperature, a small water bath, heated by a
tea candle, was used to perform PCR in a low power and por-
table manner.35 The water bath contained a holder for 20 μL
capillaries for the sample. Due to the temperature gradient
from the bottom to the top of the capillary, convective flow
arose and the samples were cycled between different temper-
ature zones. This demonstration is similar in function to
internal convection devices shown previously, however the
water bath allows a significant simplification of the heating
system.36,37 In a further operation mode using water baths,
PCR samples are kept in vials for conventional PCR (≈20 μL)
and moved between different water bath for heating and
cooling of the sample. A first example for these types of de-
vices used 17 μL glass vials for the PCR sample which was
transported between 3–4 water baths using a sample holder
on a pan/tilt servo motor.38 The first water bath was used for
performing a reverse transcription step when starting from
RNA. The second and third were kept at temperatures for a
denaturation and annealing/extension step. The last, optional
bath remained at room temperature and was used to perform
faster cooling steps. They were able to achieve 40 cycles of PCR
in 5.5 minutes. By using smaller samples and a similar setup,
Farrar et al. managed to perform 35 cycles of PCR in 14.7 sec-
onds.39 Next to the sample capillary, a temperature sensor was
placed to trigger the stepper motor moving the sample into the
next bath. Additionally, a fluorescence detection unit was
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placed in the room temperature water bath, allowing real-time
monitoring of PCR. These combinations of small sample vol-
umes and large water bathes for heating and cooling allow for
fast cycle times. Water baths need significantly more energy to
heat up compared to other heating equipments. Furthermore,
integration with sample preparation or post amplification anal-
ysis is not possible.

Time domain PCR

In a second class of devices, samples are stationary and the
temperature is changed through active heating and cooling.
The sample temperature is dependent on the time; hence it
is referred to as time domain PCR device. As the temperature
profile is not dependent on the channel design, changes to
the PCR thermal cycling can be made by modification of the
heating and cooling protocols. As no movement of the sam-
ple is required, there is no requirement for pumps. A disad-
vantage of this method of operation is that devices cannot be
operated continuously limiting sample throughput.

Different methods of heating and cooling

Time domain devices are reliant on performing a suitable
temperature profile on a stationary sample. Active heating
and cooling steps are required. Thus, more elaborate systems
are required than used for most space domain PCR devices.
To solve this problem, many different approaches (e.g., fast
heating or accurate temperature control) can be considered.
A popular choice for heating is infrared light as the sample
can be heated directly using this method without convection
or conduction steps. One example used a tungsten lamp for
infrared heating and a fan for forced convective cooling,
achieving heating and cooling rates of about 10 °C s−1.40 In a
similar approach, a tungsten lamp with a 780 nm long pass
filter was used for heating.41 Two modulated lasers with dif-
ferent frequencies were employed for the excitation of two
dyes, EvaGreen and ROX. Emission was collected by a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT) in a color-blind manner and was
demodulated by frequency analysis, showing that two
amplicons could be quantified simultaneously. Pak et al.
used a 1450 nm infrared laser for heating a 1.4 μL sample in-
side of a microfluidic chamber.42 Through the use of a laser
instead of a tungsten lamp, heating rates up to 60 °C s−1

could be obtained. The small thermal masses of microfluidic
systems allow fast heating rates. Plasmonic photothermal
light-to-heat conversion was used in another demonstration
by irradiating a thin gold layer inside of microfluidic PCR
chambers with LEDs.43 Photon–electron–phonon coupling in
the gold membrane allowed heating the PCR solution up to
150 °C within 3 minutes with heating rates of 12.79 °C s−1. In
a further example, utilizing the small thermal masses, sam-
ple droplets (∼200 nL) were placed on a hydrophobic glass
surface and covered with small mineral oil droplets (∼1 μL)
to prevent evaporation.44,45 The samples were heated using a
silicon device with gold resistive heaters and temperature
sensors to heat four samples in parallel. Combined with an

optical detection unit and an external 12 V power supply, the
system formed a portable real-time PCR device. The small
temperature gradients inside of the sample and fast heating
rates were also utilized to perform fast melting curve analysis
after each cycle of PCR,46 showing that two targets could be
amplified and quantified simultaneously using only a single
intercalating dye.

Active heating and cooling can be accomplished by
mounting a heat exchanger beneath the sample chamber for
temperature control. To change from heating to cooling, the
hot heating medium can be replaced by cooling medium
through a valve. For example, Wheeler et al. used water as a
medium flowing through a porous matrix as a heat ex-
changer.47 5 μL sample could be heated and cooled with rates
up to 45 °C s−1, resulting in reaction times of under 3 mi-
nutes for 30 cycles. A similar approach used a mixture of
propylene glycol and water flown through a second chamber
on top of the 25 μL sample chamber.48 Melting curve analysis
was conducted after amplification by applying a temperature
gradient to the reservoir containing the cooling medium.
Capillaries were also employed to conduct time domain PCR.
Sundberg et al. flowed 50 nL PCR samples into one of eight
parallel fused silica capillaries coated with thin film
heaters.49 Active cooling was provided by a fan, resulting in
heating rates of 50 °C s−1 and cooling rates of 20 °C s−1. Once
PCR was completed after 12.5 minutes, flow could be contin-
ued and samples were collected from the end of the capillary.
Another approach prepared a 14 μL sample in a chamber
with a bypass channel.50 The sample chamber would be filled
continuously, once the flow resistance increases significantly
and sample flows through the bypass capillary. Heating and
cooling were actively performed using two Peltier elements
placed on each side of the sample chamber. The different
methods of heating and cooling show different characteris-
tics. While some offer fast heating and cooling rates, others
have a higher precision or are able to handle larger sample
volumes. The choice of heating method should be made
depending on applications and requirements.

Different approaches to PCR

In time domain PCR, the sample solution does not need to be
moved and primers can be immobilized by binding them to a
surface. This allows for a combination of PCR and microarray
technology.51 The authors conducted a nested PCR inside of a
microfluidic chamber. Once the first PCR was completed, a
nested PCR was carried out with some of the primers cova-
lently attached to the glass surface. After complete reaction,
the chamber was washed and filled with an aqueous solution
containing an intercalating dye. From the pattern of fluores-
cence signals, the type of avian flu RNA could be identified.
Jung et al. used optically encoded, hydrophilic porous poly-
ethylene glycol microparticles to immobilize forward primers
of several different micro RNAs (Fig. 2C).52 Reverse transcrip-
tion qrtPCR was performed in a channel. The fluorescence
signal could be demultiplexed by decoding the code on the
particles, leading to the parallel quantification of different
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micro RNAs. Qin et al. developed a microfluidic device from
NOA81.53 The device consisted of a microfluidic chamber on
top of a Peltier element for heating and cooling. As NOA81 in-
hibits the PCR reaction, the authors coated the device with
bovine serum albumin to prevent absorption of DNA and
polymerase during the reaction.

Integrated devices

While some applications focus on heating methods or modifica-
tions of PCR process, a number of publications consider the
combination of time domain PCR, sample preparation, and
post PCR analysis. Ma et al. performed a lysis step in a chamber
connected to two side chambers.54 Once cells were lysed, they
replaced the lysing buffer in the reaction chamber with PCR so-
lution by diffusion from the side chambers. In parallel, they uti-

lized the difference in diffusivity between long DNA strands and
PCR inhibitors to remove the inhibitors from the solution in
the same step. DNA was extracted from Helicobacter pylori by
thermolysis in a chamber and bound to magnetic particles.55

The magnetic beads remained in the chamber during several
washing steps and a subsequent filling of the chamber with
PCR master mix. After PCR, successful amplification was con-
firmed by fluorescence measurements using the intercalating
dye SYBR green I. DNA was extracted with magnetic beads, be-
fore releasing the DNA into a microfluidic amplification cham-
ber.56 After amplification, targets were analyzed using capillary
electrophoresis on the same device. Membranes can also be
used to extract DNA from cell lysate. Cell lysate from human
blood was prepared using a commercial product before intro-
ducing the lysate into a microfluidic device.57 DNA was then

Fig. 2 Time domain PCR devices. (A) Device capable of performing PCR from whole blood samples. Adjacent to the PCR chamber is microfluidic
valves which can be used for pumping. After amplification targets can be separated using capillary electrophoresis on the same device (reprinted
with permission from ref. 62, Copyright 2016 Springer). (B) Bright field image of a contact printed array of droplets (left) and fluorescence image of
the same array after selective amplification of droplets using an infrared laser. This technique allows applying individual temperature profiles to
each droplet as well as only reducing the testing to selected droplets (reprinted with permission from ref. 73, Copyright 2009 Royal Society of
Chemistry). (C) Bright field image illustrating the barcoded hydrogel particles with primers for different microRNAs bound to them in microfluidic
PCR device (reprinted with permission from ref. 52, Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group). (D) Example of a schematic of centrifugal
microfluidic device for nested PCR (left). Image of the assembled centrifugal device fitting a commercial thermocycler (right) (reprinted with
permission from ref. 70, Copyright 2015 PLoS One). (E) Device for the analysis of single cells via reverse transcription qrtPCR (a–c). Individual cells
are trapped in cell traps (e) before a washing and cell lysis step (d–f). Next samples are flown into a reverse transcription chamber using active
valves (g and h). Lastly qrtPCR is carried out in a chamber (i) (reprinted with permission from ref. 81, Copyright 2011 National Academy of Science).
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extracted from the lysate through a silica gel membrane and
several washing steps before the DNA solution was flown into
another chamber for PCR. Real-time detection allowed for the
extraction of amplification curves for quantification followed by
melting curve analysis. A membrane integrated to the entrance
of the PCR chamber of a microfluidic device was used for DNA
extraction.58 After lysis, DNA retained in the membrane was
washed and dried before filling the chamber with PCR master
mix releasing the retained DNA. An aluminium oxide mem-
brane was used to extract and concentrate DNA from saliva
samples on a microfluidic device.59 Samples added to the de-
vice and flown through the membrane, afterwards reaction mix
was added to the wells and real-time PCR performed.

Dielectrophoresis was used to capture pathogens from diluted
whole blood into individual grooves on a slip chip.60 Once the
pathogens were separated, a washing step was carried out to re-
move PCR inhibitors by flushing with water. The grooves were
split from the feeding channel through the slip chip and cells
were lysed through heating. The slip chip consisted of four paral-
lel sample processing channels, allowing for the parallel detec-
tion of four different pathogens. Electrophoresis is the motion of
charged particles relative to a fluid caused by an electric field. As
particle velocities depend on particle net charge and size, it can
be used for separation. Thus, electrophoresis is commonly ap-
plied for post amplification analysis in the form of slab gel
electrophoresis. Miniaturization of slab gel electrophoresis is of-
ten performed in capillary electrophoresis (CE) which can
achieve higher separation performance due to the higher area-to-
volume ratio countering Joule heating. As CE is a powerful
method of post amplification analysis, various integrated time
domain PCR CE devices have recently been developed. Le Roux
et al. used a PCR device with an infrared laser for heating to per-
form PCR.61 After amplification samples injected into a micro-
fluidic device, amplicons were separated by amplicon length.
This combination of methods was used to quantify short tandem
repeats. Similarly, Manage et al. used a CE microfluidic device af-
ter amplification to separate and identify amplicons (Fig. 2A).62

As starting PCR from whole blood in this case, the CE separation
step is necessary to perform fluorescence detection after the am-
plification reaction. This approach has the further advantages
that intercalating dyes can be used and targets can be identified
by length. The integration of valve pumps into the design elimi-
nates the need for external pumps. An interesting variant of PCR
combined a PCR chamber with a set of CE channels.63 After each
cycle of PCR, a small sample could be drawn from the sample
chamber and analyzed by CE. This allows for real-time detection
of PCR products as well as their quantification. As a separation
is performed in each detection step, this device is capable of
monitoring several amplification processes in parallel with the
utilization of a single intercalating dye.

Centrifugal microfluidic devices

In centrifugal microfluidics, fluids are distributed using centrif-
ugal force and the Coriolis effect. The microfluidic devices are
designed in the format of compact discs (CD) due to the large
availability of CD-based centrifugal microfluidic device, which

could be a potential candidate for point-of-care applications. A
silicon/glass sandwich disk containing 24 channels and 313
microchambers with volumes of 1.5 nL was used to count Sal-
monella enterica.64 A solution containing the cells was placed in
an entrance port and distributed over the microchambers using
centrifugal force, leading to a Poisson distribution of bacteria
in the microwells. PCR was initiated by thermocycling the entire
disc. After PCR, the microwells showing amplification were
counted to determine the initial numbers of cells. The same de-
vice was used for reverse transcription PCR.65 Direct reverse
transcription of RNA was possible by using a robust DNA poly-
merase immune to inhibition. The introduction of ice valves
next to the PCR chamber opened access to other device mate-
rials like polycarbonate.66 The liquid was frozen next to the
PCR chamber, forming a plug sealing the chamber to prevent
sample evaporation.

The “LabDisk” format developed at the University of
Freiburg in Germany offers a range of different functions inte-
grated on a disc ranging from sample preparation to analysis af-
ter amplification. The lab disc contains four units, showing that
a sample can divide into eight sub-volumes (Fig. 2D).67,68 Air-
dried reagents for the PCR reaction are dissolved by the sample
inside of the chambers. Thermocycling is conducted in a com-
mercial thermocycler. This design was later modified to accom-
modate a positive control, no template control as well as stan-
dards.69 The modifications were done without compromising
the ability of the disc to fit a commercial thermocycler and
without the addition of a significant number of pipetting steps.
This design was later used for forensic animal family identifica-
tion.70 In a further modification, making the design compatible
with the “LabDisk Player”, a vapor diffusion barrier added to
the system to limit the pressure in the system that can arise
through boiling of the PCR solution.71 The vapor diffusion bar-
rier was created by adding a pneumatic chamber filled with air
closer to the center of rotation than PCR chamber. In case of
gas formation in the PCR chamber, the pressure is relived
through the pneumatic chamber preventing undesired
pumping of the solution. This “LabDisk” was extended with
DNA extraction capabilities, allowing sample preparation steps
to be carried out with the device.72 Bacteria samples from cul-
ture could be pipetted into the inlets of the device. An auto-
mated program on the “LabDisk” player centrifuged the device
at the right frequencies to carry out cell lysis, DNA extraction
and washing, multiplexed PCR and detection. This allowed a
complete sample to answer assay to be carried out with mini-
mal requirements for manual handling of the device. The de-
velopment of these centrifugal devices is particularly interesting
as they provide integrated devices. Only few manual handling
steps are required using these devices.

Arrays

As samples are spatially fixed in space domain PCR devices,
they can be encoded by their spatial position in arrays for
multiplexing applications. For example, samples can be printed
in a water-in-oil emulsion on a Petri dish with sample volumes
in the nanoliter range (Fig. 2B).73 The sample array was created
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using contact printing in a custom device utilizing standard pi-
pette tips. Single droplets can be heated by a focused infrared
laser. Fast passive cooling is achieved through the surrounding
oil. In another example, solution containing cells was dis-
pensed by a pipetting robot on surface patterned with hydro-
philic spots.74 The droplets were covered with mineral oil to
prevent evaporation. Cells captured in droplets were lysed be-
fore adding reagents for reverse transcription by the pipetting
robot. Xu et al. first conducted PCR in a device in which the
sample was compartmentalized using a centrifugal device.75

After amplification, targets could be identified with an array
consisting of printed DNA probes for different targets on
aldehyde-modified glass slides.

Single cell devices

A number of diseases are generated through abnormalities in a
small number of cells. Microfluidics offers great opportunities
for solving this task as cells can be compartmentalized into small
volumes. Microfluidic devices combine the isolation of cells with
PCR to analyze the single cells. Single cells were printed into
commercial PCR tubes.76 A microfluidic inkjet printing-inspired
technique was utilized in combination with a vacuum shutter to
ensure that droplets containing a cell were dispersed in the
tubes. In a different approach, single cells were captured in a
flow through cell trapping unit.77 A chemical lysis step was car-
ried out and the released messenger RNA captured by magnetic
oligoĲdT)25 beads. After moving the beads to a PCR chamber, re-
verse transcription PCR was carried out. The effects of methyl
methanesulfonate on a single human cancer cell could be tested.
Lim et al. encapsulated cells into individual droplets.78 The drop-
lets were collected in a vial and PCR was carried out in a bench-
top PCR device using TaqMan probes. Droplets were inserted
into a droplet sorting device and droplets showing positive am-
plification were separated to recover the entire genome of the
cells. Cells can also be isolated by pneumatically actuated valves
in microfluidic systems. The system allows the simultaneous cap-
turing and reverse transcription PCR in a 96 × 96 array.79,80 A fur-
ther valve-based design contained 300 cell traps in individual
chambers separated by valves.81 The reverse transcription cham-
ber could be used for a chemical cell lysis step, when a “one pot”
reverse transcription PCR was carried out in the PCR chamber.
In Fig. 2E, the arrangement of cell traps and reaction chambers
were used for reverse transcription PCR. The design of chambers
was optimized to obtain a homogeneous distribution of cells,
while preventing mechanical damages to them. Furthermore,
background noise and effects of PCR inhibitors were reduced
and the device was used to measure the expression rates of
microRNA in individual leukemia cells.

Isothermal nucleic acid amplification

An elimination of the temperature steps during PCR leads to a
significant simplification of PCR by removing the requirements
of heating and cooling systems. This can be achieved by isother-
mal nucleic acid amplification methods. Different methods, like
nucleic acid sequence-based amplification and self-sustained se-

quence replication, are available for amplifying DNA at a single
temperature. Another method is multiple displacement amplifi-
cation, which has been demonstrated in microfluidic devices.82

However, these methods often lack specificity, because they are
conducted at relatively low temperatures (≈40 °C). In 2000,
Notomi et al. suggested loop-mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP), conducted at temperatures around 65 °C.83 Four sets
of primers and a DNA polymerase are employed. An inner
primer complementary to the sense and antisense strand of the
target DNA creates a double strand of DNA. The newly synthe-
sized strand is released through strand replacement initiated by
the outer primer. The released strand now serves as a target for
the second set of inner and outer primer, resulting in a stem-
loop structure. In following reactions, an inner primer initiates
strand replacement polymerization, yielding the original stem-
loop and a second stem loop. As a single temperature step is
only required, devices are simpler and power consumption is
lower. This makes LAMP an interesting option for point-of-care
applications when combined with low sample volumes in
microfluidic devices.

Implementations of LAMP on microfluidic devices

Isothermal amplification methods have been used in combina-
tion with microfluidic devices. Applications in continuous flow
in droplets can be found for the detection of DNA and micro-
RNA.84 A further application used droplets produced in a contin-
uous manner.85 The device was able to generate droplets, incu-
bate the droplets at the temperature required for the LAMP
reaction, and perform a fluorescence readout of droplets. A de-
vice with eight different sample chambers connected to a com-
mon central sample inlet was used for multiplexed LAMP reac-
tion.86 The device could be used to determine either three
different human influenza A viruses or eight different swine flu
viruses. Real-time detection of reaction progress was obtained
through measurements of the redux current. Similar to solid
phase PCR conducted in time domain devices, LAMP was carried
out in agarose beads (Fig. 3B).87 To prepare the beads, droplets
were created from a solution containing agarose and the neces-
sary reagents for LAMP. The droplets were collected for gelation
initiated by cooling. Once the droplets had gellated into beads,
the LAMP reaction was initiated by heating to 43 °C. Amplifica-
tion was detected by monitoring fluorescence in a real-time man-
ner using a camera equipped with matching fluorescence filters.

Integrated device are also proposed for this type of amplifi-
cation. Wang et al. suggested a device combining extraction of
RNA and reverse transcription LAMP reaction.88 The samples
are introduced to the device and RNA is extracted using mag-
netic beads. After washing steps, RNA transports to a LAMP
chamber where a reverse transcription step is carried out. After-
wards products were analyzed using slab-gel electrophoresis of
devices. The use of radial device design and centrifugal devices
is also a popular choice for LAMP reactions. A radial device with
four units containing five reaction chambers was designed.89

Once the device was filled, it was transferred to a combined
heating and fluorescence detection unit. The radial symmetry
of the device was utilized as the device could be rotated to
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measure fluorescence in the different reaction chambers
using the confocal detection unit. Through this setup, real-
time amplification curves could be extracted for the LAMP re-
action. Other radial device designs utilize centrifugal forces to
reduce the number of required handling steps. One disc-
shaped device consisted of 24 reaction wells in which primers
for the multiplexed detection of ten different pathogenic bac-
teria were pipetted and dried.90 A solution containing the
extracted DNA from fishes out of aquaculture was pipetted
into the inlet of the device and divided between the reaction
wells using centrifugal forces. LAMP reaction and real-time
detection were performed on a device suitable for the temper-
ature manipulation and fluorescence measurement of these
disks. Sayad et al. used an integrated CD device for the detec-
tion of Salmonella.91 The disc contained the steps required
for reagent preparation, LAMP, and detection of amplifica-
tion products. All of these steps could be automatically
performed by a custom-made computer system.

LAMP for point-of-care devices

A simple point-of-care device was constructed by filling sam-
ples for LAMP amplification into a glass capillary.92 The cap-
illary was sealed on both ends using epoxy glue and was
sandwiched between two pocket warmers to obtain an ampli-

fication temperature. Amplification was detected by naked
eye using a dye and a portable UV light. This allows for
performing a LAMP reaction completely independent of exter-
nal power supplies. Liu et al. produced a disposable polycar-
bonate cassette with a size of 46 mm × 36 mm × 3.7 mm
(Fig. 3C).93 It contained two chambers for facilitating an iso-
thermal amplification reaction and could be filled with only
few pipetting steps due to thermoresponsive valves. An
electrochemical DNA sensor was used by Hsieh et al. to de-
tect the presence of a target DNA.94 The reaction is
performed before the electrochemical detection. Ten cham-
bers connected to a central inlet were used for a multiplexed
LAMP reaction.95 Each chamber was functionalized with
probes for a different target, allowing the multiplexed detec-
tion of ten different targets (Fig. 3A). After one hour of incu-
bation at 63 °C, successful amplification could be detected by
the naked eye through the precipitation of magnesium phos-
phate in the chambers, making this simple detection device
suitable for point-of-care applications.

Digital PCR

Digital PCR is an advanced refinement of PCR. While in PCR
the process is carried out in a bulk solution, digital PCR

Fig. 3 (A) Microfluidic device for the parallel amplification of several genes. (a) Photograph of the device, the channels are filled with different
dyes for visualization. (b) Schematic of the device illustrating placement of the probes for the different genes (reprinted with permission from ref.
95, Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society). (B) Generation of agarose precursor droplets with different flow conditions resulting in different
droplet sizes. Beads are produced from these droplets and used for LAMP amplification in the solid agarose medium (reprinted with permission
from ref. 87, Copyright 2012 AIP Publishing LLC). (C) Disposable polycarbonate cassette for LAMP reactions in point-of-care applications, exploded
view of the PCR cassette (top) and photograph of the assembled cassette (bottom) including an image of the thermoresponsive PDMS disc (inset)
(reprinted with permission from ref. 93, Copyright 2011 Springer).
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divides the sample into hundreds to thousands of sub-sam-
ples. The sample is partitioned and sub-samples contain less
than one molecule of DNA on average with the molecule dis-
tribution following a Poisson distribution. After a digital PCR
runs the number of partitions, showing that amplification
can be counted and the starting number of molecules is esti-
mated through the Poisson distribution. Digital PCR has the
advantages over conventional qrtPCR that absolute quantifi-
cation does not require the measurement of a standard curve.
Furthermore, digital PCR offers advantages when working
with minor differences in starting molecule count or target
DNAs that are rare in the sample. A requirement for digital
PCR is the partitioning of the sample in sufficiently small
sub-samples. Microfluidics offers several options for performing
this task, either by creating droplets or microwells, which can
be filled through a variety of techniques.

Applications

Droplet-based digital PCR has been used for several applica-
tions. Zhu et al. used droplet-based digital PCR for the detec-
tion of HER2 and CEP17.96 The same samples were measured
using alternative techniques, such as immunochemistry and
fluorescence in situ hybridization to test patients with breast
and gastric carcinomas. A high concordance of droplet digital
PCR with the standard methods showed a high sensitivity.
Another study compared the ability of digital PCR to amplify
rare targets compared to qrtPCR.97 In this study, KRAS muta-
tion was detected in patient samples. While digital PCR was
able to correctly identify 11 out of 14, adenomas qrtPCR only
identified 9, demonstrating that the advantage of digital PCR
has over conventional PCR in handling rare targets. These ad-
vantages were utilized to measure DNA contaminations of
protein drugs produced by yeast cells.98 For these experi-
ments, the protein drug directly added to the digital PCR
droplets. Thermal cycling carried out with primers for yeast,
which produced the drug in this case. The higher amounts of
sample could be tested in comparison to qrtPCR methods
and the experiment protocol could be simplified.

Floren et al. used digital PCR to identify several different
species.99 Additionally they were able to determine from what
tissue samples were taken due to minute differences in the
amount of mitochondrial DNA, not detectable by qrtPCR.
DNA from soil samples was quantified by Hoshino et al.
using droplet digital PCR and standard qrtPCR.100 While
qrtPCR was prone to underestimating the DNA content of the
samples due to inhibition, digital PCR showed to be more ro-
bust. While for some samples the inhibition effects could be
overcome by dilution prior to amplification, other samples
still displayed an underestimation of DNA content by qrtPCR
compared to digital PCR. The robustness of digital PCR
against inhibition was also confirmed by Sedlak et al. who
looked into quantification of inhibition prone samples by
qrtPCR and digital PCR.101 The isothermal nucleic acid am-
plification is generally affected by inefficiencies in the reac-
tion compared to normal PCR. Experiments were carried out
to evaluate the suitability of isothermal amplification for digi-

tal PCR.102 It found that the reaction speed of the isothermal
reaction did not correlate with the digital efficiency. Further-
more, no correlation between reaction speed and specificity
was found in the experiments. Digital PCR can also be used
to gain into early cycles of PCR.103 The ogive shape of digital
PCR assays was decoded and information about the amplifi-
cation reaction could be gained, especially about early cycle
amplification.

Multiplexed digital PCR

A device with 48 individual panels, each panel containing
770 partitions, was used for duplexed digital PCR.104 The de-
vice was used to detect genetically modified organisms by
measuring the amount of modified genome in a sample. In
another approach to droplet-duplexed digital PCR,
Escherichia coli and Listeria monocytogenes were detected in
parallel (Fig. 4B).105 Droplets contained primers and TaqMan
probes for both bacteria. To differentiate between the two
species, colored reporters were used for the TaqMan probes.
After amplification in a droplet array, two fluorescence im-
ages of the droplet array were taken. From the separate im-
ages, the number of amplified targets could be determined
for each target. While the previous two methods employ spa-
tially separated samples on the same device or different fluo-
rescence wavelength for demultiplexing the results, Zhong
et al. used a different approach.106 In this assay, two different
fluorophores were used to differentiate five different targets.
To allow five different targets in the multiplexed reaction, lin-
ear combinations of the two dyes are formed using different
brightness for the probes. This creates a unique fluorescent
signature for each target. The same technique can also be
used to run duplexed digital PCR using only one fluorescent
reporter with different fluorescence intensities.

Designs

Several different options have been suggested for the genera-
tion of reaction compartments using different microfluidic
techniques. A cross-junction has been used to generate
homogenous water-in-oil droplets in a high-frequency man-
ner.107 The droplets contained microRNA from lung cancer
tissues and were incubated in a chamber, holding approxi-
mately 2 × 104 sample droplets. The density of sample vol-
umes per area was increased in microwell assays.108 A device
featuring 82 000 wells with a volume of 36 fL only occupied
an area of 2 mm × 2 mm, giving a well density of 20 000 wells
mm−2. After removing the excess sample solution, wells were
sealed by applying an overpressure to a second chamber
above the microwell structure. A PDMS membrane was bent
to close the wells preventing possible cross-contamination.
Heating and cooling for PCR was performed by a Peltier
heater. A megapixel digital PCR device was created with a
density of 440 000 sample wells cm−2.109 The PDMS device
consisted of channels from which several dead end chambers
branched off. To fill the chambers, the sample solution was
flown into the device under pressure, causing the air in the
chambers to diffuse out through the PDMS. The channels
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were separated by flowing an immiscible oil through the
channel to isolate the chambers. A microarray scanner was
used for image analysis after the PCR run. A microfluidic de-
vice with a T-junction was used to generate droplets.110 The
device consisted of two inlets, one for an oil phase and an-
other one for the sample and a reservoir to collect the drop-
lets. A flow was created from the air in the reservoir diffusing
into the degassed PDMS creating a negative pressure. Droplet
dispensing frequencies of up to 12 Hz were achieved and
droplet size was dependent on the channel size.

Thompson et al. proposed a device with a serpentine
channel with 1020 reaction chambers.111 The device was
filled by applying a vacuum to the outlet, while pipetting
sample solution in the inlet. Once chambers were filled, an

oil phase was flown through the channel to separate the
chambers. A similar device had several parallel channels with
1040 chambers branching of them with volumes of 2.08 nL
(Fig. 4A).112 A fluorinated oil phase is filled into the channel.
A device containing 650 chambers with volumes of 6.28 nL
was filled by negative pressure in a chamber separated from
the reaction chambers by a thin layer of PDMS (Fig. 4E).113

Once chambers were filled, they were capped with silicon oil
and an adhesive cover layer. To stop evaporation of sample
during digital PCR, the vapor proof-layer consisting of an ar-
ray of chambers containing water was placed instead of the
negative pressure chamber. During PCR, a vapor proof-layer
keeps the PDMS saturated with water to minimize sample
evaporation which is can be a major problem when working

Fig. 4 (A) A digital PCR device with a serpentine channel design with reaction chambers branching of the main channel. (a) In a first step, sample
(replaced here with red dye) is flown through the degassed PDMS device. Once the reaction chambers are filled with sample (b) oil is flown
through the channels (c) separating the sample into individual volumes (d) (reprinted with permission from ref. 112, Copyright 2015 Springer). (B)
Multiplexed droplet digital PCR of E. coli and L. monocytogenes. Two different TaqMan probes are used, labelled with FAM E. coli (left) and VIC for
L. monocytogenes (right) (reprinted with permission from ref. 105, Copyright 2015 Elsevier). (C) Centrifugal microfluidic device for the
compartmentalization of sample. The sample is introduced in the central inlet chamber and then divided into the individual chambers by
centrifugal force. Cross talk is prevented by filling the spiral channel with oil before amplification (reprinted with permission from ref. 116,
Copyright 2014 Springer). (D) Photograph of an amplification chamber in a centrifugal droplet digital PCR device. A pyramid structure in the center
of the chamber guides air bubbles developing during thermal cycling to the edge of the chamber (reprinted with permission from ref. 118,
Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry). (E) Image of a device featuring an array of reaction chambers for amplification (filled with red dye).
Below the array there is a vapor proof-layer preventing sample evaporation from the PDMS device (filled with green dye for visualization) (reprinted
with permission from ref. 113, Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry).
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with small sample volumes. Agarose solution, forming
nanoliter-sized beads, was used to perform digital PCR.114

While forward primers were in free solution, the reverse
primers conjugated to the agarose. As the agarose melts dur-
ing PCR, the efficiency of the reaction is not influenced by
the conjugation of the primers to the agarose matrix. Digital
PCR in microliter wells was used to count nanoparticles.115

The nanoparticles were tagged with DNA and diluted to a
concentration of less than one particle per microliter. The
digital PCR could be performed and the number of particles
was counted by determining the number of positive micro-
wells and the Poisson statistics.

Integrated systems

The function of microfluidic PCR devices has been integrated
into the design to simplify sample preparation and integrate
detection of amplification products. A spinning disc for the
enrichment and quantification of rare DNA variants was
suggested by Sundberg et al. (Fig. 4C).116 The disc consisted
of a central loading chamber in which the sample and oil
phase were injected. It demonstrated that compartments
were generated through chambers rather than droplets on a
centrifugal platform. The sample was separated over 1000
wells during rotation of the disc and crosstalk was eliminated
through the oil phase. The digital PCR was termed quasi-
digital as all chambers contained a number of copies of wild
type DNA which was not the target of amplification. In an-
other example of a spinning disc device, monodispersed
droplets were created by centrifugal step emulsification.117

The droplets could be created using a chamber filled with oil
in which the aqueous sample injected through a nozzle over
a step. Liquids were moved by centrifugal force which was
created by the “LabDisc Player”. The player heated the sam-
ple to perform recombinase polymerase amplification, an-
other method of isothermal nucleic acid amplification. Detec-
tion of successful amplification was also carried out by the
“LabDisc Player” after amplification. To carry out conven-
tional PCR protocols with the device, a method had to be de-
veloped to remove air bubbles during thermal cycling. Thus,
the disk was extended with a pyramid structure in the middle
of the amplification chamber and a capillary channel leading
back to the sample inlet (Fig. 4D).118 When gas bubbles de-
veloped, they were guided towards the edge of the amplifica-
tion chamber through the pyramid structure. Once they ar-
rived at the edge, they were removed from the chamber
through the capillary channel enabling the conduction of
thermal cycling digital PCR. This development allowed for
the effective removal of gas bubbles, which could lead to is-
sues in the analysis and droplet stability. This design was
later modified to become independent of the “LabDisc
Player”.119 The smaller device contained the same features
as the disk device was miniaturized to fit a mini-centrifuge.
Isothermal digital PCR was conducted in an in situ cycler
and transferred to a microarray scanner for fluorescence
scanning.

Slip chips consist of two plates in contact with each
other.120 While the bottom plate contains reagent wells, the
top plate acts as a cover. Furthermore, the bottom plate fea-
tures ducts forming a fluidic path with wells in the top plate.
A first reagent can be preloaded into the wells of the top de-
vice, while a second reagent can be filled into the wells of the
bottom plate. Once the chambers in the top plate are filled, the
top plate can be moved to align with the wells in the bottom
plate. This slip chip technology was used to compartmental-
ize a sample for digital PCR to detect HIV RNA.121 In further
work, the robustness of digital isothermal amplification was
compared against qrtPCR and was found favorable for point-
of-care applications.122 Thus, a fluorescence readout unit was
developed for the slip chip using a smartphone-camera
equipped with an objective lens and fluorescence filters. Digi-
tal PCR offers great advantages over conventional qrtPCR,
such as robustness against inhibitors and quantification
without the requirement for standard curves. Due to these
advantages, digital PCR could be able to replace qrtPCR in a
near future.

Commercial PCR devices

The microfluidic PCR devices integrated into commercial
thermal cyclers and real-time thermal cyclers. Furthermore,
digital PCR instruments were introduced to the market,
which requires microfluidics for sample partition.

Integrated systems

A number of integrated, commercial thermal cyclers have
been developed in the last years. They employ a variety of
microfluidic techniques to integrate sample preparation, am-
plification and detection. Furthermore, integrated systems
can allow for a test to be conducted in a doctor's office in-
stead of requiring an external laboratory for testing. The
GenePoc™ system uses a centrifugal platform for sample
preparation as well as PCR on the same device.123 The system
is capable of testing eight different samples in parallel, while
testing for up to 12 different targets per sample. Similarly,
the cobas® Liat PCR system from Roche Diagnostics uses
prefilled reagent strips to perform sample extraction, PCR,
and subsequent detection.124 Currently, three different assays
are available for the system that can test for either Group A
Streptococcus DNA or RNA of influenza A/B. The device can
test one sample per run in 20 minutes due to the small sam-
ple volumes. In these small and low throughput systems,
microfluidics is used to prepare samples for PCR followed by
integrated amplification and detection on the same devices.
The cross-contamination can be prevented and tests can be
conducted easily. This allows medical doctors to conduct test,
without requiring a specialised laboratory and trained labora-
tory staff. Other systems are aimed at high-throughput appli-
cations. The main advantage of microfluidics is that sample
preparation can be automated to reduce the handling times.
Two different approaches are most prominent. Reagents can
be provided in reagent strips, like in the case of the BD
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MAX™ system.125 Another option is to provide reagents in
blister films joined by channels as done in the FilmArray®
system from bioMérieux.126 Alternatively, cartridges can be
provided for different assays as done in the case of Idylla™
system from Biocartis127 or the GeneXpert® system from Ce-
pheid.128 All of these systems are able to run multiplexed
PCR assays including automated sample preparation as well
as detection.

The VerePLEX™ Biosystem from Veredus Laboratories
does not offer automated sample preparation.129 The system
uses silicon-based microfluidic devices with a volume of 25
μL for end point PCR and is capable of performing up to 50
different tests on a single sample in a single reaction. After
amplification, samples are hybridized on a microarray of up
to 400 individual spots, allowing for multiplexed detection.
The advantages of miniaturization are used to increase the
number of detectable amplifications products per PCR run
from up to eight in conventional TaqMan probe assays to up
to 50. A study was carried out evaluating the performance of
the cobas® Liat system for the detection of Influenza A and B
viruses from throat swabs.130 The study found a high sensitiv-
ity of 99.2% for Influenza A and 100% for Influenza B. Speci-
ficity for both targets was 100% in the study. A panel for test-
ing 21 common viral and bacterial respiratory pathogenes
was developed for the FilmArray® platform.131 The panel
performed automated nested, multiplexed PCR on cultured
organisms as well as nasal aspirants collected from patients,
showing an analytical and clinical sensitivity as well as speci-
ficity comparable to other diagnostic platforms. A detection
and identification of human influenza viruses was performed
on the VerePLEX™ system.132

Digital PCR systems

The microfluidics can achieve a division of samples into sev-
eral thousand sub-volumes in the pico to nanoliter range.
Three different microfluidic approaches can be found in
commercial digital PCR devices. The QuantStudio® 3D
Digital PCR system by Thermo Fisher Scientific uses an
array of reaction chambers with volumes of 809 picoliter.133

The array is filled using a doctor blading method, before
thermalcycling is performed on a Peltier system. After ampli-
fication, arrays are analyzed on a separated array reader to
measure fluorescence on two different wavelengths. Other
methods use droplets, such as QX200™ Droplet Digital™
PCR system from Bio-Rad Laboratories134 or the RainDrop®
system from RainDance™ Technologies.135 Both systems
generate droplets on a microfluidic device. Droplets are col-
lected in a vial and thermal cycling is performed on a con-
ventional PCR machine. After amplification, droplets were
introduced into a second microfluidic device to measure the
fluorescence intensity of droplets. Both systems are capable
of measuring two different colors of fluorescence probes, en-
abling multiplexing. While the QX200™ system can only dif-
ferentiate two targets, the RainDance™ system can differenti-
ate up to ten targets by applying different concentrations of

probes for targets. The Biomark HD system from Fluidigm®
uses a system of integrated fluidic circuits (IFCs).136 Reaction
compartments are generated by separating the sample into
sub-volumes using microfluidic valves. Samples are divided
in 9180 partitions, each with a volume of 6 nL. The device
has five fluorescence channels for detection. These commer-
cial digital PCR devices are used for a variety of tasks. The
droplet-based microfluidics from Bio-Rad was used for the
differentiation of twelve different genetically modified maize
lines,137 while the droplet digital PCR device from
RainDance™ was employed to detect and quantify of three
cancer mutations.138 The Fluidigm system was used for test-
ing the suitability of digital RNA quantification.139

Conclusions and perspectives

Since the first PCR in microfluidic devices was demonstrated,
a number of techniques have been developed. They aim to
improve the efficiency, reduce the complexity of devices, and
integrate other functions, such as sample preparation and de-
tection. However, a number of time and space domain PCR
devices do not address the issue of providing simple user in-
terfaces. While microfluidic devices offer great advantages
over conventional bench-top systems, typical PCR users do
not have access to microfluidic techniques, often lacking
equipment or skill required for the operation. This provides a
significant barrier for PCR users, preventing them from
adapting microfluidic techniques. Additionally, the use of
microfluidic devices can be difficult for users who do not
have access to fabrication facilities. Only a few examples, like
the “LabDisk”, went the additional step of not only designing
the microfluidic device but also methods facilitating simple
use of the microfluidic devices. Future research, especially in
time and space domain PCR devices, should focus on making
the microfluidic methods easily available for users. Through
the origin of LAMP, technical requirements for devices were
reduced. Furthermore, isothermal nucleic acid amplification
methods show a higher robustness against temperature varia-
tions and inhibition compared to conventional PCR. This
makes isothermal nucleic acid amplification an interesting
candidate for point-of-care applications. However, like con-
ventional PCR methods, access for end users should be as
simple as possible. The higher requirements for primer de-
sign and advances in conventional PCR devices provide a fur-
ther obstacle for isothermal devices. The microfluidic-based
digital PCR has become a valuable alternative to conventional
qrtPCR and has the potential to revolutionize the field. Digi-
tal PCR allows absolute quantification without the require-
ment for standard curves. Unlike conventional PCR, rare tar-
gets can be amplified and quantified with high precision and
inhibition has less severe effects. Digital PCR depends on a
compartmentalization of DNA molecules into individual vol-
umes from bulk solution. Although digital PCR is already
widely used, the impact of the technology could be extended
and the technique might replace conventional qrtPCR. To
achieve this, research should be conducted to allow for as
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simple handling of digital PCR devices as for qrtPCR devices.
Furthermore, automatic, high-throughput, and multiplexed
digital PCR has to gain the same ease of use as currently of-
fered by qrtPCR systems.

The commercial integrated PCR systems show that the
automation possibilities and small fluidic handling are re-
quired. Thus, integrated microfluidic PCR devices have
great advantages for high-throughput applications. Through
the simple operation and high robustness against cross-
contamination, integrated PCR devices allow for tests to be
conducted in a medical doctor's office, eliminating the need
for external laboratories. Although tests can be conducted in
20 minutes with the cobas® Liat PCR system, current applica-
tions do not seem to profit from further reductions in reac-
tion time. Although assay costs could be decreased by a re-
duction of sample volumes, the cost advantages are not
significant enough for most applications. Legal barriers can
provide another hurdle for microfluidic systems; the com-
mercial devices introduced here have less than 50 FDA-
approved tests. This also prevents a wider application of por-
table point-of-care systems, in combination with the assay
costs which are relatively high for developing countries. As
microfluidics is the only way of creating digital PCR devices,
a bigger variety of techniques is adapted in commercial digi-
tal PCR devices. Systems like RainDrop® or QX200™ require
three different devices to perform the analysis. Utilizing the
advantages of microfluidics has to offer integration of differ-
ent functions and automation. Simplification of digital PCR
processes and reduction of required equipment numbers
could help to get more attention from end users.

Alternative methods of DNA and RNA detection, like DNA
arrays and next generation sequencing that have been devel-
oped in the last years, offer another interesting perspective
for development of microfluidic-based PCR. While PCR can
detect single molecules of DNA or RNA in a rapid manner, its
specificity is determined by the primer design. Furthermore,
the detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms or repeats
with PCR is difficult. Detection is significantly easier using
DNA arrays. With sequencing methods, like pyrosequencing,
the entire sequence of the target can be found. However,
both DNA arrays and sequencing methods often need a mini-
mum amount of DNA or RNA and thus require a sample
preparation steps by PCR. Therefore, an integration of PCR
and DNA arrays or sequencing methods on the same micro-
fluidic device is an interesting option for future research.
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